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Großansicht des Bildes mit der Bildunterschrift: A whodunit with a fatal end  

Why is the Bulgarian court either on the wrong side of the bar or in the role of a mental 

defective? And what will be the end of the whodunit in which the court is the villain, and 

the Prime Minister is the hero? The answers – in Marinela Lipcheva’s commentary:  

 Blessed times have come for Bulgarian TV audiences. Local TV channels may be short of 

quality films, but newscasts offer plenty of crime stories disguised as reality shows with well-

known faces and names starring. And every time, as it may well be expected from commercially 

oriented filmmakers, justice is done! The problem, however, is that it is not administered where it 

should be, as the court, which is by definition responsible for the administering of justice in a 

rule-of-law state, is downgraded to the humiliating position of a defendant, or even worse: of a 

mental defective.  

Bildunterschrift: Großansicht des Bildes mit der Bildunterschrift: 

 "I’ve seen to it. I’ve given orders! " 

The lost honour of the Bulgarian court  

Ever heard any praise for the Bulgarian court in recent years? Even if there is someone ready to 

say it out loud, he will nevertheless prefer to keep silent because mass conscience in Bulgaria 

considers the court part and parcel of that same criminal gang that has to be crushed. This 
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certainly isn’t the first government to put the court in the dock. Boiko Borissov’s cabinet, 

however, is the first to turn this trend into a matter of public morality. 

It is somehow politically incorrect to praise the court when the Bulgarian Prime Minister, 

exhausted from waging wars on crime, and above all, two of his ministers flex muscles and 

threaten the hateful magistrates with falling teeth. True, cases might not be few of corrupt judges 

destroying with a single blow years of work of the investigating authorities. But should we, then, 

in return destroy with a single blow the significance of the entire judicial system in this country? 

And who will benefit from that?  

The answer can be deduced from the Bulgarian Prime Minister’s boasting about the exploits of 

his government before the German public: “We catch them, they sing, and then my colleague 

Tsvetanov goes to the field with an excavator and digs out the corpses”, announced Borissov 

proudly during a recent visit to Germany. And certainly, in the minds of his German listeners the 

heretic question must have crept: And where, by the way, are the prosecutor’s office and the 

court in this so very efficient crime-combating system? Well, nowhere!  

Themis in political custody  

Justice is done in the field and in the streets. It is done by the criminals who eliminate each other, 

and even worse, it is done in exactly the same manner by the government which nails criminals 

without sufficient evidence of their acts. And this is how all chances of true justice where 

convicts serve their proper terms wither away. Such justice is obviously unneeded, otherwise the 

executive, and above all, the Prime Minister would have lost some of their heroic aura. More than 

that: they would have to break with a lasting tradition of a judicial system kept in political 

custody in Bulgaria.  

Bildunterschrift: Großansicht des Bildes mit der Bildunterschrift: 

 The Bulgarian Themis: in the shadow of power?  

 

It would suffice to take as an example the reopened case of the death of Ahmed Emin, Chief of 

Staff of Dogan’s political cabinet. Politicians from all parties offered the judiciary a whole bunch 

of recommendations, meanwhile explaining that since they had no trust in the judicial system, 

they had conducted their own investigation, parallel to the official one. And above them all, the 

PM raises his voice for “grave errors in the investigation phase” and “outrage”. 

Each episode of Bulgaria’s crime TV series usually ends with the same voice announcing 

triumphantly “I’ve seen to it”, “I’ve given orders”. What follows is the preview of what will 
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happen tomorrow: “We’ve nailed X, let Y be ready!” And this is the judgment which the 

Bulgarian society expects, or rather, is used to expecting and getting.  

The court can do nothing but resort to the famous saying: “All is clear, let the murdered in!” 

Which is a pity. Because in this case the murdered is the rule-of-law state.  

 


